HANDHELD

Accelerated Curing System

Get your shop running more
efficiently in minutes.
Rapidly cure filler and coatings in three
minutes or less with the REVO Handheld. This
powerful, lightweight tool is ideal for fast
plastic repairs, but can also be used in every
step of the repair process. With the REVO
Handheld, you can repair small areas, soften
glass seals, heat aluminum to repair aluminumbody vehicles, as well as remove dents,
emblems, vinyl graphics and adhesives. The
REVO Handheld allows you to get more repairs
done faster, saving you time and money.

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR BODY REPAIRS

Accelerated Curing Systems

HANDHELD

Features & Benefits

Multi-Functional Tool

Increase Shop Throughput

In addition to rapidly curing filler and coatings, the REVO
Handheld is well suited for many other applications. It can be
used for aluminum-body vehicle repair, dent removal, emblem
and adhesive removal, bumper repair or softening glass seals.

Not only does the REVO Handheld speed up your
processes, it also allows painters to use higher-quality
products and cure them faster, as opposed to using
lower-quality, air dry products. Instead of having to wait
for cure times and bounce between jobs, the REVO
Handheld allows a technician to do one repair from start to
finish before moving on to the next one. This significantly
increases throughput and frees up space since you can
complete the repair in one location.

Easy-to-Operate Controls
The REVO Handheld is extremely easy to use. There are no
special power requirements; the unit simply plugs into any
110-volt outlet. The REVO Handheld turns on and off with a
simple switch and is ready to use as soon as you turn it on.
Lightweight and featuring an ergonomic handle, the REVO
Handheld is easy to move around your shop.

Quick Heating & Cooling Times
The REVO Handheld lamp reaches curing temperature
in less than a second and cools down rapidly. The unit
can be turned on only when needed and is safe to touch
shortly after being turned off. Extended panels on the
REVO Handheld allow the unit to be placed on the ground
without damaging the lamp or burning the floor.

Expert Support & Service

Spot Repair

Remove Adhesives
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Soften Glass Seals

REVO Systems are backed by Global Finishing Solutions
for reliable service and support. Spare parts for all REVO
models are readily available at GFS’ U.S. facility, and can
be shipped overnight, decreasing costly downtime and
eliminating the need to store backup parts. Visit GFS’ Center
for Excellence training facility to see what REVO Systems
have to offer before purchasing.
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